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THE COMPUTATION OF FIZEAU'S POLARIZATION EXPERIMENT
INTRODUCTION
Armand Hippolyte Louis Fizeau was born in Paris in 1819. His father
was a physician and professor in the medical faculty of the University of
Paris. In 1859 he began researches for a method to make the pictures taken
by Daguerre's method more permanent. His early work was done in collaboration
with Foucault who was also born in Paris in the year 1819 and who had been
educated for the medical profession. A prize was offered for the solution
of the question of the speed of light and in order to compete independently,
Fizeau and Foucault separated. Fizeau won the prize with his toothed
wheel method*; but Foucault was the first to show (by the rotating mirror
method) that light travels slower in water than in air^, thus apparently
sealing the doom of Newton's corpuscular theory of light and enthroning the
wave theory.
But Fresnel had shown that if light is a wave motion with its velocity
therefore equal to the square root of the ratio of the elasticity of the
propagating medium to its density, then a very interesting relation would
follow connecting the variation of the velocity of light in a medium with
the velocity of this medium. Fresnel 's equation^was
v' - v(l - i_)
2n41
where v is the velocity say of a piece of glass relative to a stationary
ether, v 1 is the velocity with which a portion of the ether inside the
glass is apparently dragged along with the glass and n is the index of
refraction of the glass. Strictly speaking, the index of refraction, n, of
* Fizeau, A. H. L., Comptes Rendus des Seances de l'Academie des Sciences
,
Paris, 52, 501; 1862. (Work done in lW^Jl
Foucault, J. B. Leon, Recueil des Travaux Scientifique de Leon
F oucault
,
22k, 225; lj 1878.
* Derived by Fresnel in 1818. See for example Jenkins and White,
"Fundamentals of Physical Optics" page 219.
<
the glass while at rest should be distinguished from its index, n', while
in motion, but unless we are interested in the difference of the two, one
may be substituted for the other without appreciable error.
Fresnel's method of obtaining this relation was as follows. Assuming
that the elasticity of ether is the same whether in glass or in free
apace, it then follows that the index of refraction of glass, which is
equal to the ratio of the velocity of light in vacuo to that in glass, is
equal to the square root of the ratio of the density of ether in glass,
(
,'
to that in vacuo,
^
• That is
If the density ^ of ether in glass is considered greater than that in
vacuo, then when the glass moves through ether, it would have to receive
mass at the rate of v^9 per unit area per unit time on its front surface
and lose mass at the rate of (v - v')
^
per unit time on its rear surface,
because v - v' is the velocity of the glass relative to that of the interior
ether which is being carried along with the glass. If the mass of the ether
within the glass is constant, then
w f « Or- v')f'
or v 1 - v(l - X) « v(l - 2_)
r n2
This relation, with a slight modification, which need not concern us,
can also be derived from the electromagnetic theory.
Fizeau, in 1859» demonstrated^ that Fresnel's relation held when the
4
Fizeau, H. Ann, d. Chem. et d. Phys .; 5rd series, £J ( l859) P» 585*
c(6
moving medium was water, in which case the water moved relative to the
observer. To him it made no difference, however, whether the motion was
relative to an observer or not; that was an idea introduced years later^
as a result of the celebrated Michelson-Morley experiment^. Therefore
after the manner of the fool who rushes in where angels fear to tread,
Fizeau proposed to utilize the earth's orbital velocity to carry some
glass along relative to the ether, never worrying about the fact that the
observer was also moving with his apparatus. And the experiment seemed to
work I
The need of making the computations which would naturally accompany
this experiment was not felt acutely until D. C. Killer^ demonstrated that
the Michelson-Morley experiment did not have a completely null result;
Q
also at about this time Carvallo pointed out that some researches of
Esclangon^ led to values closely like Miller's. If Fizeau 's results were
likewise corroboratory, then the question would arise as to the foundations
of relativity theory.
It is the purpose of this thesis to complete the computations for
which Fizeau in 1859 said he did not have tiire. He was content to observe
that a certain effect existed qualitatively; the quantitative result only
became important seventy-five years later after D. C. Miller's iconoclastic
^ Einstein, A. Zur -Electrodynamik bewegter Korpern, Ann , d. Physlk
, 17
»
p. 891 (1905). Michelson, A. A. and Morley, E. W., Influence of motion
of the medium on the velocity of light., Am. Jour , of Science
, 31 (1886)
p. 377. ^ Miller, D. C, Absolute motion of the solar system and orbital
motion of the earth by the ether drift experiment., Rev . Mod . Phys ., %
(1935) PP. 203 - 242. 8 Carvallo, E., Comptes Rendus , 198"Tl934) PP.




To be more specific, Fizeau merely wished to show that light is
dragged along by a transparent solid body in motion. He had already
demonstrated that a moving liquid drags light along with it in accordance
with a formula developed by Fresnel. In casting about for some way of
giving a solid a good sized velocity he hit upon the fact that the earth's
orbital speed is some thirty kilometers per second, roughly one ten-
thousandth of the speed of light. It did not bother him that the velocities
of the liquid that he had dealt with were relative to himself as observer,
whereas the velocity of the earth in its orbital motion was relative to
a non-rotating coordinate system fastened to the center of the sun. Any-
one under the influence of Einstein's relativity theory would never have
tried the experiment at all, because this theory requires all velocities
to be considered relative to the observer.
However, with Miller's numerous repetitions of the Michelson-Morley
experiment plainly indicating by means of a purely terrestrial experiment
not only the earth's orbital motion but in addition a superimposed velocity
of the solar system as a whole, it became of interest to see if Fizeau 's
experimental results were in harmony or at variance with these values.
There also existed a third set of values obtained by a method completely
independent of either of these two, due to Ssclangon and computed by
Carvallo. If the three of these should check, it would become obvious that
something should be done to modify relativity theory to account for these
results.
The problem then lies before us of computing from a series of east-
west optical observations made at specified times the magnitude and direction
of the motion of Fizeau 's laboratory through space. This becomes an
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exercise in three-dimensional analytic geometry, combined with the application
of the theory of least squares to fifty-three sets of means.
Since it is considerably easier to think in two than in three dimensions,
the procedure adopted is to start with a three-dimensional co-ordinate system
with axes parallel to the east-west, north-south, and up-down directions
in Fizeau's laboratory, then effect a series of transformations of co-ordinates
in each of which, one of the three axes remains fixed, until finally we
find ourselves with a three-dimensional co-ordinate system stationary
relative to the fixed stars, with one axis parallel with the direction of
the sun's motion through space.
By comparing the last co-ordinate system with the first, we will have
the angle between the vector representing the sun's way and the east-west
line in Fizeau's laboratory.
Since it turns out that the sun's way is practically at right angles
to the plane of the ecliptic, it becomes convenient first to eliminate the
earth's orbital motion from the problem, and then obtain by the method of
least squares from a group of fifty-three values (each being the mean of a
number of determinations) the right ascension and declination of the point
in the heavens toward which our sun is moving.
It is unfortunately true, since Fizeau merely made observations in
an east-west line and not in a north-south line, that it is only possible
to determine the right ascension of this point and make an approximation
to within a few degrees of its declination.
The way in which the velocity of the laboratory enters into the
computation is through the fact that Fizeau was conducting an experiment
which depended upon indices of refraction of glass, which are ratios of
the speed of light in empty space to that in glass. The speed of light in
t
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glass is different when the glass is moving, from its value when the glass
is at rest. Hence, assuming Fresnel's equation, a determination of the
index of refraction should give us indirectly the velocity of the glass,
relative to the same medium to which we refer the speed of light itself.
It is one of the remarkable facts of physics that this velocity as observed
has apparently nothing to do with the velocity of the observer.
X
FIZEAU 'S WORK
Monsieur Armand Hippolyte Louis Fizeau (1819 - I896) was interested in
a great number of topics besides the determination of the velocity of light,
along with the effect upon it of the Telocity of the medium, and presented
numerous papers before scientific gatherings. One of his earliest experi-
ments was a determination of the velocity of light by means of a toothed
wheel which won him a prize of 10,000 francs. Other experiments followed
in which he found the effect on the velocity of the light, of passing a
beam through a liquid at rest and then through a liquid in motion. He
verified Fresnel's theoretical relation that
V - V + v(l - JL)
n2
where c is the velocity of light in vacuo, n, the index of refraction and
v, the velocity of a moving stream of water. V is the observed velocity of
light in the moving water. After this he became curious about the results
of passing the beam of light through a gas such as air. Experiments
involving air in motion showed no change in the speed of light. This
negative result, Fizeau explained as being due to the small density of the
medium and not as being contrary to the results using moving water.
Then to complete his investigations he wanted to use a beam of light
passing through a solid, such as glass, in motion. But how was he to get
his medium moving with sufficient speed to make the effect noticeable and
still be able to make any measurements? To accomplish this, he made use
of the phenomenon of polarization. The plane of polarization of a beam of
light passed through a plate of glass at other than normal incidence is
rotated by an amount depending on the angle of incidence, the original plane
of polarization and the index of refraction of the glass. If the angle of
t4.
incidence and the original plane of polarization remain constant, the
rotation would vary directly as the index of refraction of the glass to a
close approximation. The index of refraction is inversely proportional to
the speed of light in the medium, therefore the amount of the rotation of
the plane of polarization increases as the speed of light in the glass
decreases. To study the speed of light in the glass, then, it is necessary
only to measure the rotation of the plane of polarization.
Since in the neighborhood of noon the earth is revolving around the
sun in its orbit in the general direction of east to west and the glass is
on the earth, the glass would also be in motion. A beam of light from the
west would have a velocity in a direction opposite to that of the earth
while a beam from the east would have a velocity in the same direction as
that of the earth. The amount of rotation of the plane of polarization
would be different in these two cases. This difference in the rotation is
due then to the earth's orbital motion.
The apparatus used by Fizeau was arranged so that the beam of plane
polarized light was passed through a pile of glass plates. The plane
of polarization of the original beam could be determined by means of a
divided circle and similarly the plane of polarization of the beam after
it emerged from the glass plates. Hence the amount and direction of the
rotation could be determined. The whole apparatus was arranged in such a
way that it could be oriented in different directions. In order to be able,
easily and quickly, to observe the effect due to a beam from the east and
from the west, two mirrors were fixed to reflect a beam of solar light •
alternately into the instrument. The data shown in the tables in the
appendix (pages 58-41 ) are the results of Fizeau' s experiment.

COMPUTATIONS
It should be possible to determine from Fizeau's data whether the
velocity of the earth in its orbit can be detected by an experiment performed
within a laboratory, and if so whether there is a residual velocity which
might be ascribed to the solar system as a whole. For this purpose the
following facts have been used:
The plane of the earth's orbit makes an angle of 25?5 with the
celestial equator.
The angle made by a line connecting the sun and the earth on any
day in the year, and a line connecting the sun with the earth at the vernal
equinox is equal to 560° (t.ha day of the year figured from the vernal equinox).
565 days
The angular position of the earth relative to the fixed stars may
be taken as equal to ^
Q (hour of the day in sidereal time), which turns
24 hours
our to be (15) (sidereal time).
The symbols used are as follows:
« right ascension
|3 angle between the westward horizontal vector and the earth's
orbital velocity, v.
P angle between westward horizontal vector and the sun's velocity, v'
£ declination
$ » sidereal time
A difference between the rotation of the plane of polarization due to
a beam from the east and from the west
I angle between the plane of polarization of the incident beam and
the plane of incidence
I I angle between the plane of polarization of the emergent beam and
the plane of incidence
L latitude
v - earth' 8 orbital velocity




T « solar time
d day of the year, figured from vernal equinox
i « angle of incidence
n - index of refraction of stationary glass
n 1 * index of refraction of moving glass
p « number of glass plates the beam passed through
r angle of refraction.
In order to express the angle between the direction of the sun's
motion through space and the east - west direction in Fizeau's laboratory,
it was necessary to employ several transformations of co-ordinate axes.
(1) First set up three axes with the origin at the laboratory in Paris,
with Xj pointing due westj y^, due southj and z^, toward the zenith. The
original data having been recorded in relation to these axes, this seems
a logical starting point.
(2) The first transformation is to a new set of axes with origin at the
north pole of the earth. Astronomically, translation of the origin from
Paris to the north pole or even to the sun is unimportant, X2 is parallel
to x^j y2 is along the meridian toward Paris; z2 is along the direction of
the earth 1 8 axis directed away from the earth.
To transform from one set of axes to another, equations are set up
making use of direction cosines. For the transformation from x^ y^, to
x2> y*2' Z2 tile following relations hold:
x2 x 1 cos (x2x^) + cos (x2yi) + z^ cos (x2z^)
y2 - xx cos (y2X x ) + yx cos (y^) + zl cos (y2z x )
z2 * xl c08 ( z2x l)
+
^1 008 ^ z2^1^ + zl coa ( Z2Z1^
where (x2x^) refers to the angle between x 2 and x., etc.
4
8.
The values of the angles are as follows:
(x2x 1 ) -
0° (x27l ) - 90° (x2zx ) -
90°
(y2*l) - 90° (y^i) - 90° - L (y^) - L
(z2x 1 ) - 90° (z^l) - 180° - L ( z2zl) a 90° - L
Therefore the equations become:
x2 -
y2 sin L + z^ cos L
z2
- y^ cos L + z^ sin L
If these equations are true the sum of the squares of the direction cosines
will be unity. This is the case here since
8in2L cos2L 1
(5) The next transformation is to a set of axes with origin at the
north pole of the earth, still, but with the positions of the axes frozen
so that they do not change with the rotation of the earth. The positions of
X
5* ZJ
are ^*xd<* *n ^e positions held by x2 , y2 , z2 at solar noon on
March 21. This is the only day when sidereal noon coincides with solar
noon. At this time the x^ axis points toward right ascension 18 hours and
declination 0° 18 hours, 6» 0°); the y^ axis points toward the sun
( o< a o hours, 6- 0°)j the z^ axis is parallel to the z2 axis pointing
toward 6-90°.
The equations of transformation are as follows:




(4) The next transformation has the x^ axis in the plane of the
ecliptic pointing toward cA- 18 hours, € - - 25?5; the y^ axis lies paralltl
*
9.
to the y^ axis; the z^ axis points toward the north pole of the ecliptic.
The transformation equations become
= x^cos 25?5 - sin 25?5
74 - 7
5
z^ - x, sin 25?5 + cos 25?5
One more transformation is needed to get a set of rotating axes where
x^ is always pointing in the direction of the velocity of the earth in its
orbit; the y^ axis always points toward the sun; and the z^ axis still
points toward the north pole of the ecliptic.
This set of transformation equations is
x^ = x^ cos ^2 d + y^ sin ^2 d
y5
-





Now by a series of algebraic substitutions it is possible to express
y^> in terms of Xp y^, z^ but the only relation of interest in the




[sin L(sin COB 15 © - c°s 25?5 cos
folf*
15 ^
+ cos L sin 25°5 cos ]
z
x
[cos L(sin -^°d cos 15 9 - cos 2?°5 cos ^°d sin 15 ©)
55 565
- sin L sin 2J°5 cos ^°d]
x^ - x
x [ cos 2J°5 cos -^°d c°b 15 9 * sin sin 15 ©]
>5
If the angle between the direction of the velocity of the earth's orbital
motion, x^, and the axis due west at Paris, Xj, is designated as
t
10.
Cos P = cos 25?5cos ^2 d cos 15 © + sin -^°d 8in *5 e
TaJcing I 1 as the angle between the plane of polarization of the emergent
beam and the plane of incidence; and I as the angle between the plane of
polarization of the incident beam and the plane of incidence
tan I« - tan I sec2p (i - r) (1)
where p is the number of glass plates the beam passes through and i and r
are the angles of incidence and refraction respectively. What Fizeau
measured was the difference between the values of 1 1 when the light entered
the apparatus from the west and from the east,
I'y-I'g-^I' • dl 1 approximately-
Let n be the index of refraction of stationary glass
n m
velocity of light in vacuo
velocity of light in glass
then n 1 is the index of refraction of the moving glass. If we call V the
velocity of light in moving glass, V, the velocity of light in stationary
glass, and v, the velocity of the glass, then Fresnel's relation, verified
experimentally by Fizeau gives
V - V + v(l - -I) (2)
n
This has since been shown to be an approximation to the correct relation,
but the approximation is ample for our purposes. However,
n ,
velocity of light in vacuo
_
c
velocity of light in glass ~ V
1








1 1(« - 1)
c n
n' - n(l - — (n - A)) using only the first two terms of
c n^
the binomial expansion of (1 + 1 [n - AJ )~*
c n
n' - n - —(n2 - 1) correct to the first power of —
c c
When the beam enters from the west it goes to meet the apparatus, since due
to the earth's orbital motion the apparatus is traveling from east to west.
This retards the light and increases n'. Therefore
^ . m .
vj=|d!(n2
- 1)
But when the beam enters from the east, it has to overtake the apparatus.
The moving apparatus speeds -up the light (drags it along a little) and
decreases n 1 .
n' - n -
v 008 P (n2 - 1)
& c
An 1 - n^ - n^. - ^IcoeP (n2 - 1) - dn 1 approximately.
dn' - ^(n2 - l)(cos J|^d cos 15 9 cos 2??5 + sin ||^d sin 15 ©)
To a first approximation the velocity, v 1 , of the solar system as a whole may
be neglected, especially since it has practically no component in the plane of
the earth's orbit. Substituting in equation (1) the value of r from the
equation n' - Bln 1
sin r
tan I 1 - tan I cos -2P(i - sin" 1 ^-1) (5)
n 1




sec2I' dl' - tan If -2p cos"2^! - sin~l *^)(- sin {i - siiT* SAS-A } )
ai^i dn'
n 1
Solving for dl 1
(cob2 I')(tan l)(2p)sin(i - sin" 1 {^n~ ] sin i
di' . _ tJLli - c n
1
v dn"
(n» 2 )cos 2P+1 (i - ein-l^l/TIgl
or dl' « dn 1 where Kj^ is practically constant; then, letting dl 1 * £
and K • K-i 2v (n2
1 ) (Note that K is proportional to v, the earth's orbital
* c
velocity.)
A ' K(cos J^Z* cos 15 © cos 25?5 + sin |gZd sin 15 9) (4)
9 is sidereal time and is given very closely by the equation
9 « T - 12 +
-^g^
2k where T is solar time




true only to a first approximation as has been pointed out. A more complete
expression would be A K cos f + K' cos Q (5)
where, in agreement with the list of symbols on page £ , K 1 cos/5 is due to
the residual velocity of the solar system.
Using the data in Fizeau's table we have fifty-three equations in the
form A, - K, cos 2}?5 cos ^°°d 1 cos 15 9i + sin H|^di sin 15 &i565
which are to be solved for where i goes from 1 to 55 • Th® mean of all the
values of K, or
may be multiplied by cos to find a value
^





Returning now to (5), as a second approximation
» K cos^ i + K' cos^ becomes 4 ^ +
where 4^ will represent K 1 cos
The K 1 is the same function of v 1 that K is of v. Therefore, in the
same way that we had to relate the directions of v to the directions in
Fizeau's laboratory, we must now try to relate the right ascension,
,
and
the declination, S , of the velocity, v 1 , to the axes x^, y^, zj_. Hence, the
difference between the total effect, 4^, and that due to the earth's orbital
velocity, f^, must be ascribed to the velocity of the solar system as a whole,
relative to the fixed stars 11 .
We must solve for and K 1 cos $ using ^'as a known value, by the
method of least squares. We cannot solve for S alone because the data in




where 4 j[ "^i " C± an<* I 8 the angle between the direction of the sun's
velocity and the westward direction on the earth.
Once more we must perform a transformation of coordinates. Start back
with the axes x^, y^, z^ (see page % ) with origin at the north pole of the
earth. These axes are fixed in space with xj pointing toward * « 18 hours
and $ 0°; y^ points toward the sunj z^ points toward 5 - 90°.
Starting with x^ - x2 cos 15 © - y2 sin 15 ©




transform to a set of co-ordinates where x^ points in the direction of the
velocity of the solar system, i.e. right ascension » of and declination = $ •
(See diagram, page 16). The yj^ and z^ co-ordinates are not of interest in











16.00 8.80 75 0.50902
14.50 7.57 74 0.29265
12.00 4.95 75 0.27620
12.00 5.00 76 0.25958
11.50 4.57 77 0.24505
15.75 6.82 77 0.24505
16.00 9.07 77 0.24505
11.50 4.65 78 0.22608
14.50 7.70 79 0.20955
15.50 8.77 80 0.19252
12.00 5.52 84 0.12447
15.00 6.65 86 0.09054
16.00 9.65 86 0.09054
15.00 8.98 91 0.00456
12.25 6.50 92 - 0.01280
16.00 10.05 92 - 0.01280
12.25 6.50 95 - 0.06455
16.00 10.25 95 - 0.06455
15.50 7.95 98 - 0.11609
15.00 9.45 98 - 0.11609
16.00 10.45 98 - 0.11609
12.00 6.52 99 - 0.15285
14.50 9.15 101 - 0.16706
12.75 7.45 102 - 0.18595
11.50 6.27 105 - 0.20079
16.00 10.77 105 - 0.20079
11.25 6.08 104 - 0.21786
16.00 10.85 104 - 0.21786
15.00 7.90 105 - 0.25458
16.00 10.90 105 - 0.25458
15.00 7.97 106 - 0.25122
15.00 9.97 106 - 0.25122
12.25 7.28 107 - 0.26780
14.50 9.55 107 - 0.26780
15.75 10.78 107 - 0.26780
14.50 9.60 108 - 0.28429
16.00 11.10 108 - 0.28429
11.25 6.42 109 - 0.50098
12.75 7.92 109 - 0.50098
14.75 9.92 109 - 0.50098
16.00 11.17 109 - 0.50098
10.75 5.98 110 - 0.51705
12.50 7.75 110 - 0.51705
14.75 9.98 110 - 0.51705
16.00 11.25 110 - 0.51705
10.50 5.87 112 - 0.54966
12.50 7.87 112 - 0.54966
16.00 11.57 112 - 0.54966
15.00 8.45 115 -.0.56569
16.00 11.45 115 - 0.56569
12.50 8.00 114 - 0.58161
16.00 11.50 114 - 0.58161
12.25 7.88 116 - 0.41557
TABLE I.
uOo XJ Wj_ (XII X^ w< Sin d-' i Cos
_ a /C/Coi zu.ooyxp D 74 2>l4 0 o'sin^ 0.51715
0 05^57 0.80118w •WW X xw
0 06102 0.99567
0 0^505 0 06578 0.9944^1







( xyyy A <o40^ A 07AA1 0 51275
0 ^SlOP 0 07411 0 08401
- U »H JPJJ X A 077A4 0 70005w. iyyyj
- n A6527 a 74A 5fi 0 0A120 0.61728W • W X [ C-w
a 195*2. A OOP11 0 00222 0.99869W • yWW ^7
- 0 i i^o 2^— Vmxoyyj A OA55A 0 00501 0 96750W • p W ( ^,/W
_
n Al/^4 A «=.7715 0 00501u.yy^yx 0 R'1705V • s'X I \JJ
- 0 7055Q 0 71080 0.99C90 0 . 70798w • [ w j y^
0 99692 0 99992^yyyyc- 0.99776u»yy ( (
^
- n A79^o a 4AA£P 0 99992v.yyyy*! 0 49882W •T7UUC
-01 5055 0 ooi44 0 99792u «>y 1 y«^ 0.99710
- 0 AQ£A7 n 44??o A 00702 0.49444W #~y~ n
- 0 4AA£2 0 O0524"•7 7/'£n 0 91862\J * y XWWw
- 0 78552 0.61909 0.00524 0.69851w # y y x
-




- 0.75076 0.98595v/ .7^7 0.78501
- 0 3^705n' a opAAl A 0A204W . yTt7t 0^97547
- 0 070^* A O0750 A 07065u.y /yop 0 00O1AW
•
yyV XW
- 0 04A60 0 5164A 0 07965«»y 1 >°> 0 4A470w • »W » (
w
_ n 02004 a 0007A
'-'.yyy i° 0 O750Ay «/ 1 >y° 0 07004
- 0 05*45 A 5V)154 0 0750A^•y ( >y° 0 4A470
- 0 477 1£ a A7AA? A 07210 A 05605
- n O^AAP O 07210
- 0 4Q51A A 0^705<j.yo f y? A 055^5
- 0 AAPD7 A 0(^70^v.yo f y? a /\A015w • V7VJJ7
- 0 52AA7 0 0445A 0 oA 5^47v . y\j [ A 00065
- 0 70A1
1
a <0?51 0 06547 0.77651
_
a. 04045 0.51590 0 96547 0.5556O
- 0.80002W • WW y\JC- 0 58770 0 95A74 0 . 77446W • l f t TW
- 0-97257 0.25545 0.95874 0.47755
- 0.10975 0.99596v . yy jyyj 0.0556^ 0.07816v»7 (VXW
_ 0.AA175W « 1 V-/ X [ ^ 0 87651 0 05565u »7yA'y 0.96865W y WWW
- 0 85556\J %\Jyy y\j A ^lft05 0 05565 0 75010W • ( ^/W XW
- 0 97648W • ( W^W 0 21550 0 055^5 0 47511
0.00524 0.00000 0 04842 0 . 04680
- 0 45759 a AOOlA 0 o4A42 a 0AO02
- 0.86540W •vv y\\J 0 50455 0 C4A42 A 72052
- 0.97975 0 20020 0 04A42 0.47474
0.05405 0.C9942 0.05688 0.92545
- 0.47024 0.88254 0.05688 0.97762w »y f (os
- 0.98645 0 16410 a o^AA 0 47014V . *T ( V X*T
- 0.59412\* 9 yy* JL t— 0 80458 0 05074 0 04701\/ . y*t f y x
- 0.98889 0 14867 0 05074 0 47000W #" ( WWW
~ 0.50000 0.86605 0.92452 0.975^7
- 0.99144 0.15055 0.92452 0.46761
" 0.47255 0.88150 0.91056 0.98162

TABLE II.
Ki - Al „
wU9 K< ft
= K Coa fV
1 —
_—
55.00 65.811 26.550 + 6.470
45.00 56.167 41.100 + 5.900
60.00 60.582 50.975 + 9.025
S / ft.ft66.00 66.569 51.015 • 1 Ji ft, 0c+14.985
90.00 91.452 50.497 +59.505
20.00 22.216 46.184 -26.184
25.00 44.856 26.504 - 5.504
55.00 55*812 50.526 + 2.474
58.00 47.505 41.057 - 5.057
25.00 40.500 51.666 - 6.666
54.00 54.071 51.255 a ft —T
~7
+ 2.767
75.00 75.452 1« ft. t 749.655 . ft7 1 X"
-7
+25.567
8.00 15.775 26.016 T O ft, 1-18.016
42.00 59.524 56.519 + 5«681
57.00 57.128 51. I85 + 5*815
51.00 62.147 ftc C O ft25.589 + 5*411
46.00 46.154 51.151 - 5.151
- 7.00 - 14.157 ftC t^ rr25.565 3 ft r/c-52.565
55.50 58.240 47.125 + 6.575
57.00 52.970 55.854 + 1.166
25.50 47.970 25.151 - 1.651
60.00 60.090 51.225 + 8.777
52.00 40.764 40.271 - 8.271
55.50 54.845 50.042 + 5.458
49.00 49.486 50.796 - 1.796
25«50
1, ft 1, ft 1,48.484 ft /• ft S r-24.865 - 1.565
59.00 59.798 c~ ft ft^ t50.271 1 1 ft"7 1-II.27I




/*% ft. ft* ft49.092 -10.092
s\ e ft9.50 19.695 24
.
745 ^ f— ft J. CT-15.245
56.50 59.122 49.025 + 7.475
O ft.ft.26.00 7^ —T ft O57.728 55.555 - 9.555
f— r~ c ft55.50 56.024 50.820
1. Oft.
+ 4.680
25.00 52.195 59.855 1 J. Q T ET-14.855
25.50 45.869 27.481 ft.0 T- 5.981
47.00 ^ft O —r60.687 59.750 + 7.270
ft nrn62.op0 ft ]. J. Q24.467 + 5.515
62.00 65.584 Cft. 1 Oft.50. 180 +11.820
cr ft. /-\/-\50.00 Pl.6l0 49.692 fti ^ft O+ O.yQo
45.00 C O ft /-v /<58.896 57.454 + 5.546
19.00 59.991 24.575 - 5.575
55.50 58.615 48.575 + 6.925
r— ft, /-\ /-s59.00 60.205 50.275 + 8.725
ii * /~\/"\45.00 58.945 57.424 + 5.576
26.00 54.767 24.554 + 1.646
44.00 47.545 47.474 - 5.474
59.00 60.551 50.152 + 8.848
ft 0 ftft26.00 59.557 24.118 + 5.882
Eftj AA59.00 ft ft f • ft62.242 1. 0 z* ft 048.628 +10.572
27.00 57.447 24.111 + 2.889
50.00 •51 2*57 so o4? - n o4p












x^ » - x^ cos $ sin + y-j cos £ cos A + sin £
Expressing x^ in terms of Xj_, y^, z-^
xk " x 3.( sin ^ ® c08 & cos °* ~ 008 ^ ® 008 ^ 8in * ) + yi( sin L sin *5 ©
cos S sin + sin L sin 15 © cos $ cos <A - cos L cos § ) + cos L
sin 15 © cos S sin ©c + cos L cos 15 © cos S cos dL + sin L sin $ )
/
Therefore cos ^ sin 15 © cos % cos e* - cos 15 © cos § sin <x
and 4^ - K' sin 15 ©^ cos £ cos - K' cos 15 ©^ cos % sin «<
There are 55 values of ^ and of (15 ©i) but only one value of <*, and
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K' cos & • When 4' is plotted against © (see graph on page 25) there are
55 points among which the best curve must be drawn. The best curve will be
the one that makes ^ (4 j-K' cos{?) a minimum. The equation expressing this
minimum is
M =2f U£ - K' cosS sin 15 ©i cos c* + K" cos £cos 15 sin oc).
Differentiating first with respect to S and then with respect to <* gives
two equations in two unknowns which can be solved for <* and K' cos S.
- 2
^
(A± - K ' cos 5 sin 15 9± cos t* + K 1 cos $ cos 15 ©^^ sin ot)
(- K 1 £ sin 15 9± cos - cos 15 ©£ sin c*))(-sin 8 ) - 0
cos* ^(A.' sin 15 ©i) - 8in«*4(di cos 15 ©.
)
K'cosS- i—i i—i i
co82 <*^ein2 15 ©j_ - 2 sin* coso<^sin 15 ©j^cos 15©^ + sin<x^cos 15©^
- 2(4' - K 1 cos $ cos <* 4sin 15 ©< + K'cos $ sin c*4cos 15 ©,
)
<Joc 1 1 A 1
K' (cos S sin <* ^sin 15 ©^ + cos S cos <* ^cos 15 ©^) 0
. sin o( 4(4! sin 15 ©< ) + cos * ^(4< cos 15 ©.,
)
K'cos S- = - = = * =
K'(sine< cos <x ^(sin2^^ + co8 2 <x^(8in 15©£ cos 15©^
- 8in2 cX^(sin l^Q^ cos 15©^ - sin<* cos ^-^(cos2^©^
Equate the two values of K'cos % and solve for tan <x , letting
A - ^(4{sin 15 ©i)
B - ^(sin
2 15 ©i)
C - ^(sin 15 © t cos 15 ©£)
D - fUJ cos 15 © i J
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After finding the numerical value of o< from the above equation, two
equations are available from which to determine K'cos %
K'cos S - A cos*- D sin *
B cos 2 c* - 2C sin <* cos* + E sin2
K'coe % - A sin* + D cos *
(B - E)ein * cos * - C sin2 <* + C cos2 *
The results turn out as follows:
tan <*- - 1,0980 .*. ot - 512° 19.5 or 1^2° 19.5
The second quadrant angle is eliminated because it gives an impossible result
for K'cos S • Using the fourth quadrant value for <=<
K 1 cos £ - 7*95889 using either equation.
We do not have enough data to compute K' but if a few assumptions are made
for K' some idea can be gained of the value of & • If K' is of the order
of magnitude of K, (= 51.5) S- 81°. If K' is about 7.0 K (D. C. Miller
thinks the solar system velocity is about 7.0 times the earth's orbital
velocity) £ - 89° which is only 8° different from the previous case. Hence
it would seem that the value of K 1 ie not going to change the value of S by
very many degrees.
There are four sets of points which would be of interest when plotted.
These are (1) A against T (theoretical) (See pages 22,25)
(2) Ai against (experimental) (See pages 22,25)
(5) A' against © (theoretical) (See pages 24, 25)
(4) Aj against Q± (experimental) (See pages 24,25)

The values of A and A for (1) and (5) are found by letting T and © 6qual
values from 0 to 20 hours, in turnj using the values of K, K' cos $ , and
found earlier. Points plotted in (2) and (4) are taken from tables I and II.
(See pages 15, 14, 15)
Graph (1) is a smooth sinusoid showing the theoretical variation of
the quantity A with solar time, T, where A is proportional to the earth's
orbital velocity, v. Graph (2) is a collection of experimental points
clustering around a small portion of graph (1),
Graph (5) is also a smooth sinusoid, which shows the theoretical
variation of the quantity <4 'with ©, sidereal time, where A is proportional
to the sun's velocity, v 1 . Graph (4) is a group of points derived from
Fizeau's observations, surrounding a email region of graph (5).
Since the average value of d in Fizeau's table is approximately 100,
this value has been assumed for d for the theoretical curves.
-
TABLE IV. 22.
T (hours) Cos (15T - 81.5) Sin (15T - 81.5) A
0 + 0.1478 - 0.9877 — 51.1
1 + 0.5987 - 0.9170 — 49.5
2 + 0.6195 - 0.7826 — 44.1
4 + 0.9504 - O.5665 — 25.1
6 + 0.9877 + 0.1478 + 0.6
7 + 0.9170 0.5987 + 15.8
8 + 0.7826 + 0.6195 + 25.9
10 + O.5665 + 0.9504 + 44.6
12 0.1478 + 0.9877 + 51.1
15 — 0.5967 0.9170 + 49.5
14 0.6195 + 0.7826 + 44.1
16 0.9504 + O.5665 + 25.1
18 0.9877 - 0.1478 0.6
19 0.9170 - 0.5987 15.8
20 0.7826 - 0.6195 25.9
K(cos 25?5 cos d cos 15 [t
565
- 12 .^d] + sin|2! d
565







9 (hours; Sin ( 15© - ; a'
0 + 0,6518 + 5.18
2 0.9457 + 7.51
i,
+ 0.9827 + 7.82
6 + 0.7584 + 6.05
8 + O.5509 + 2.65
10 - O.I852 " 1.47
12 - 0.6518 - 5.18
14 - 0.9457 - 7.51
16 - 0.9827 - 7.82
18 - 0.7584 - 6.05
20 - 0.5509 - 2.65
A*- K' cob ein(15 © - ot)






The special and general theories of relativity rest upon the assumption
that it is impossible to detect motion of a laboratory through space by means
of experiments confined to that laboratory. These two theories are also in
line with (a) the variation in mass of the electron with velocity relative to
the observer^, (b) the abnormal advance in perihelion of the orbit of the
planet Mercury}* (c) the bending of light through twice the angle predicted
by Newtonian theory as it passes the sun}^ (d) the decrease in energy of
photons emitted from exceedingly strong gravitational fields as in the caBe
of the dark companion of Sirius^ and (e) the unexpected way in which
Einstein 1 8 four-dimensional Riemannian geometry yields the equations
14
expressing Maxwellian electromagnetic theory. The first four are undeniably
direct experimental facts and the fifth is indirectly linked with laboratory
remits*
One, therefore, is confronted by the idea that logically this situation
could have been reversed; that is, the theory of the non-detectability of the
laboratory's motion could have been deduced from the five experimental effects
just mentioned.
If things had happened in this order, then, in line with the type of
thing which has so frequently occurred in science, one might expect first to
have a Michelson-Morley experiment result in complete confirmation of the
hypothesis of non-detectability, refinements of this experiment might
begin to result in slight abnormalities. Instead of zero percent of the
motion being detectable, perhaps it would be five percent of the motion, as
in D. C. Miller's experiments, then corroboration might have been afforded
by the work of Esclangon and of Fizeau as outlined in this thesis. This
would then result in some slight alteration of the relativity theories.
1QKaufman,W., Preuss
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After all, none of the five rather approximate experimental effects mentioned
in the preceding paragraph would be incompatible with a 5% correction of the
resulting theory.
But the ironical feature of the situation is that Fizeau's experiment
was performed first, then Michelson and Morley's and D. C. Miller's earlier
work, with the relativity theory sandwiched in between this and Miller's
later work, and with Esclangon bringing up the rear. The fact remains,
however, that the logic of the situation is unaffected in the least by the
order of events.
It would now be very desirable to repeat Fizeau's experimental work
with modern experimental facilities.
f
SUMMARY
Several apparently unrelated physical facts, all of them somewhat
approximate, point to the conclusion that it is not possible to detect
motion of a closed room through space by means of experiments confined
entirely to that room. Or, extending the region of the experiments, we
should not expect to detect motion of the solar system relative to the
rest of the universe by experiments confined to observations wholly within
the solar system.
And yet, Miller in 1955, Esclangon in 1928, and Fizeau in 1859
performed widely different types of optical researches leading to very
closely similar conclusions as to the direction of motion of our solar
system. Miller's results were computed by Morse and Nassau and reported in
1955» then those of Esclangon first published in 1928 were calculated by
Carvallo and announced in 195^, and now in this thesis, Fizeau 1 s work has,
after a greater part of a century been made to yield a numerical conclusion.
The three conclusions are in fair agreement considering the nature of the
problem.
The effect is not an easy one to obtain; it emerges as a residual just
at the limit of measurability. For example, in Fizeau' s method, the problem
is to set a Nic^ol prism at extinction with a precision of about a minute
of arcj Fizeau reports some of his observations to the nearest half minute,
whereas it is difficult to be sure of a single setting to much better than
a few minutes. However, Fizeau took the mean of usually not less than 10
and frequently as many as ^>0 settings.
It is rather interesting to find, in all three instances noted above,
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that the experimental work was done by one person and the calculations by
another; the problem in each case was one involving three-dimensional
analytic geometry along with some method of obtaining most probable values
from the data presented, say the use of the "least squares" procedure, and
wae sufficiently tedious as to make the use of calculating machines almost
imperative.
The present theory, Einstein's relativity theory, demands that this
residual effect be exactly zero, and many experiments have been performed
resulting in this zero effect. But the same experiment which purports to
detect the motion of the solar system through space should also be able to
pick up the earth's orbital motion, and it is found by all three methods,
Miller's, Esclangon's, and Fizeau's that this orbital motion is present.
Figure II is graphed with Fizeau's A against solar time. This would tend to
average out the sun's motion and give an effect mainly due to the orbital
motion. The spread of the points above and below the theoretical is due to
two things (1) experimental error and (2) the fact that the residual effect
of the sun's motion is still present in the £'s. The spread of the points
in Figure III in which the orbital motion has been eliminated, is slightly
worse (note the difference in scale), being a residual effect, and is due
wholly to experimental error.
The final result of the computations is interesting in that all
three men, Fizeau, Miller, and Esclangon place the apex of the sun's way
within a small circle in the southern heavens only about twelve degrees in
radius, a rather remarkable agreement in view of the difficulties encountered
in each of the three investigations. The center of this circle (See Figure 4)





























anime'd'une grande vitesse; maie le deplacement des franges dans cette
circonstance a ete insensible. On rapporte dans le Memoire les raisons qui
expliquent ce resultat negatif, et l'onmontre qu'il doit etre attribue' a la
faible densite' de la matiere, et qu'il ne contredit nullement le fait
observe' avec l'eau.
"Pour comple'ter et etendre les resultat s des recherches que je viens de
rappeler, il etait important d'etudier sous le meme rapport un corps solide
conime le verrei afin de constater si la lumiere s'y propage aussi avec des
vitesses differentes, lorsqu'il est en repos ou en mouvement. C'est dans ce
but qu'ont ete entreprises les recherches, qui font le sujet du nouveau
Memoire que je soumets aujourd'hui au jugement de l'Academie.
"Quant au mode d 'observation, celui qui avait ete precedemment employe
pour l'air et pour l'eau, pouvait bien s'appliquer aux autres gaz et aux
liquides de differentes nature, mais il ne permettait par l'emploi des corps
solides. II a done fallu recourir a d'autres principee et employer une
methode differente. Voici les principee sur lesquels on s'est appuye': On
sait depuis longtemps, d'apres les recherches de Malus, de M. Biot et de
sir D. Brewster, que lorequ'un rayon de lumiere polarisee vient a traverser
une lame de verre inclinee, le plan de polarisation n'est plus en general la
meme dans le rayon transmis que dans le rayon incident* Sous l 1 influence des
deux refractions produites par les deux surfaces de la lame, le plan de la
polarisation primitive eprouve une certaine rotation dont la valeur depend
8imultenement: 1 de 1 'inclinaison du rayon sur la lame de verre ou de 1 'angle
d' incidence; 2° de l'azimut du plan de la polarisation primitive rapportee au




"C'est surtout 1 'influence de l'indice de refraction qu'il convient de
considerer pour le sujet qui nous occupe. L 1 angle d 1 incidence et l'azimut
restant lea meme, la rotation est d'autant plus grande, que la matiere dont la
lame est formee possede un indice de refraction plus elevej et comme l'indice
de refraction d'un corps est inversement proportionnel a la Vitesse de la
lumiere dans ce milieu, il suit de la que la valeur de la rotation est
subordonnee a la vitesse avec laquelle la lumiere se propage dans la substance
considered, cette rotation etant d'autant plus grande, que la vitesse de la
lumiere y est plus faible. Si done la vitesse de la lumiere vient a varier
par une cause quelconque a l'interieur de la substance, on peut prevoir que
la rotation subira une variation correspondante, et 1 'etude de la vitesse de
la lumiere peut etre ainsi ramenee a 1 'observation d'un phenomene facile a
constater, comme la rotation du plan de polarisation.
"Examinons maintenant, comment de principe peut etre applique' a la
recherche des petites variations de vitesse, que peut eprouver la lumiere
lore quelle traverse un corps solide en mouvement.
"Avant tout, il a paru neceseaire de determiner LE CHANGEMENT APPORTE A
LA VALEUR DE LA ROTATION, PAR UN ACCROISSEMENT OU UNE DIMINUTION DANS LA
VALEUR DE L'INDICE DE REFRACTION. Des mesures directes et comparatives des
indices de refraction et des rotations, pour le flint et le verre ordinaire,
sont rapportees dans le Memoire; elles montrent que l'indice venant a
augmenter d'une petite fraction, la rotation augmente d'une fraction 4 fois
et demie plus grande.
"Cherchons maintenant QUEL EST LE CHANGEMENT DE VITESSE QUE L'ON PEUT
ATTRIBUER A UN RAYON DE LUMIERE, DANS L'INTERIEUR DU VERRE, LORSQU'ON
SUPPOSE CE CORPS EN MOUVEMENT.
"Bien qu'aucune experience positive n'ait encore decide la question,
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le8 probabilites lea plus grandes autorisant a supposer, que le mouvement
du milieu doit donner lieu pour le verre a un changement de vitease du rayon
inte'rieur, analogue a celui que 1' experience a constate' pour l'eau, et que
ce changement doit se faire, pour l'un comme pour 1 'autre milieu, suivant
l'hypothese concu par Fresnel, comme la plus propre a expliquer a la fois le
phenomene astronomique de 1 'aberration de Bradley et 1' experience negative
d'Arago sur la refraction de la lumiere des etoilea par un prisme de verre:
refraction que ce grand physician avait suppose devoir etre influencee par le
mouvement de la terre dans son orbite, et que 1' experience a montre' etre
parfaitement constante.
"On est done autorise a employer la formula de Fresnel, pour prevoir la
valeur du changement de vitesse que peut eprouver le rayon interieur du verre
sous 1' influence du mouvement.
"La plus grande vitesse d'un corps materiel qu'il nous soit donne' de
faire intervenir dans nos experiences, est certainement la vitesse de trans-
lation de la terre dans son orbite, vitesse que notre esprit peut a peine
concevoir et qui n'est pas moindre en effet de J1000 metres par seconde. Ce
mouvement, qui est insensible a nos yeux, parce que nous en sommes animes
simultanement avec tous les objets qui nous entourent, a lieu suivant une
direction qui, pour nos instruments, varie sans cesse et avec l'epoque de
l'annee et avec l'heure du jour, mais qu'il est toujours facile de determiner.
A l'epoque des solstices, par exemple, la direction de ce mouvement se trouve
etre horizontale, et de l'est^a l'ouest a l'heure de midi ; de sorte que dans
ess circonstances, une lame de verre recevant un rayon de lumiere venant de
l'ouest, doit etre conside'ree comme se mouvant reellement d'une vitesse de
51000 metres par seconde, dans un sens contraire a celui de la propagation de
la lumiere. Si au contraire le rayon incident vient de l'est, le verre doit
4
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etre considere comme se mouvant avec cette meme vitesse, dans la meme direction
quo la lumiere.
"Voici pour le verre le changement do rotation correspondant au change-
ment do vitesse du rayon produit par le mouvement terrestro. Le calcul
rapporto dans le Memoir© conduit a admettre un changement probable de 1/1^00
dans la rotation produite par le verre sous 1' influence du mouvement annuel
considere dans sea deux directions opposees.
"MOYEN D'ISOLER LE RAYON REFRACTe' PAR DE3 PILES DE GLACES . - Lee
premiers essais ont ©u pour but d'isoler parfaitemont 1© rayon refract©, qui
seul devait etre observe, des autros rayons reflechis par les surfaces du verre.
"Des dispositions minutieusos ont ete reconnues necessaires pour isoler
completement le rayon direct, et lui conservor on mem© temps une direction
sensiblement parallele a sa direction premiere*
DISPOSITION OPTIQUE EMPLOYEE POUR OBSERVER LES ROTATIONS.
"Cot appareil docrit dans lo Memoire, permet de placer une serie do piles
de glaces sur lo trajet d'un faisceau de lumiere polarise© parallel©, 1© plan
d© la polarisation primitive etant determine par un cercle divise, ot la
rotation de ce plan par 1 'action des piles etant mesuree sur un second cercle
divise au moyen d'un analyseur convenable, et 1' instrument peut etre orient©'
dans different© directions, do maniere a etudior l'influence du mouvement
terrestre sur les phenomenes.
"Pour faire commodement et rapidement la double observation, on a dispose
a l'avance deux miroire fixes, l'un a l'est, l'autre a l'ouest de 1 1 instrument,
et au moyen d'un heliostat on dirige un faisceau de lumiere solaire






"Lee difficultes resultant de la trempe des verres sont les plus grandes
qui aient ete, rencontrees dans ces recherches. Un nombre considerable de
fragments de verres, d'origines et de natures diverees, ont ete examines
avec soin, aucun n'a ete trouve completement exempt de trempe. On a essaye de
recuire de diverses manieres les glaces, et l'on est parvenu a diminuer
eeulement la trempe, sans la detruire. Ces essais speciaux ont ete faits
dans plusieurs verreries, sans resultats plus complets. Toutefois, malgre ses
insucces, il est permis d'esperer que de nouveaux essais, conduits avec
perseverence, permettront de resoudre prochainement cette difficulte'.
"Cependant, en employant des artifices de compensation et eourtout en
profitant d'une propriete' remarquable des piles de glaces, d 'amplifier pour
certains azimuts les variations de la rotation, on est parvenu, avec des verres
encore imparfaits, a realiser plusieurs dispositions de piles au moyen des-
quelles on a pu faire les expediences rapportees dans les tableaux suivants:
(See Disposition A, page 58» 59)
(See Disposition B and Disposition C, page 40, 4l)
"Tel est l 1 ensemble des resultats obtenus jusqu'icij on les a rapportes
en totalite', en ne supprimant que quelques series evidemment fautives, par
suite d 1 accidents constates, on faites avec un nombre d 1 observations
insuffisant, par l'effect des interruptions produites par les nuages.
On a du reste multiplie le plus possible les mesures, dont le nombre total
s'eleve a plus de 2000, afin que les moyennes fussent mieux degagees de toutes
les causes d 'incertitude.
"On a rapporte lee nombres obtenus avec 1' indication de la date et de
l'heure moyenne des observations; il eut fallu, pour les rendre immediatement
comparables, les reduire a une meme epoque et a une meme heure; le temps a
manque pour effectuer ces calculs, maia on peut apercevoir des maintenant
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certaines consequences, qui ressortent naturellement de l'ensemble do ces
determinations
.
"1° Les rotations du plan de polarisation, produites par des piles de glaces
inclinees, sont constamment plus grandes lorsque l'appareil est dirige vers
l'ouest que lorsqu'il est dirige vers l'est, 1' observation etant faite vers le
milieu du jour.
"2° L'exces de rotation observe parait decidement maximum, vers midi, a
l'epoque du solstice. II est plus faible avant et apree cette heure, et vers
4 heures il est peu sensible.
"5° Lee valeurs numeriques, deduites de differentes series d 'observations
tres-multipliees, preeentent des differences notables, dont on peut soupconner,
mais non determiner encore les causes avec certitude.
"4° Les valeurs de cet exces de rotation, calculees au moyen de
raisonnements ou l'on a cherche a tenir compte de 1' influence du mouvement
annuel de la terre, s'accordent d'une maniere assez approchee avec la plupart
des nombres deduits de 1 'observation.
"5° On est done conduit, par le raisonnement et par 1 'experience, a
admettre comme tres-probable, que l'azimut de polarisation du rayon refracte
est ree llement influence'' par le mouvement du milieu refringent, et que le mouve-
ment qui entraine la terre dans l'espace, exerce une influence de cette nature
sur les rotations produites dans la lumiere polarisee par des piles de glaces
inclinees.
Ces experiences doivent etre continuees au moyen d'un appareil qui sera
prochainement termine, et dont les dispositions, spe'cialement approprieee
a ces recherches, permettront de lee poureuivre avec tout le development que
reclame 1' importance du sujet."
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m (Exces calcule, au solstice a midi, 45' a 65')
bans ces trois series on a introduit a dessein une erreur
constants dans l'appareil en inclinant l'axe de rotation, afin
d' observer 1' influence de 1 'heure dans des conditions
differentes des pre'ce'dentes.
K partir de cette seVie, on a ajoute a l'appareil une lunette
accessoire destinee a assurer l'identite' de direction du
rayon dans les deux situations de l'appareil.
Exces inverse c'est-a-dire pour la direction est.
A partir de cette serie l'appareil est consolide avec deux
long tubes de verre mastiques pour eviter les flexions.
(Un fil a plomb est ajoute a l'appareil pour maintenir l'axe
(vertical et eviter les flexions.
Jn des miroirs (celui de l'est) ayant paru defectueux, l'autre
sst divise en deux parties, la premiere pour l'est, la seconde
>our l'ouest.
fceiioration des images par un petit changement de direction
rayon et par 1 'addition d'un e'cran.
Observations alternees de deux en deux pour diminuer
y.' influence des changements de tempe'rature
.
Serie de 4h. faite avec des precautions particulieres
jLe 14 on a interverti les positions des miroirs; une pile est









ouestvers 1 1 aa + v©r8 j. ouesx
Septembre 18 11 15 81 1
20 14 18 159
24 16 16 128
Octobre 5 10 10 120






ouestvers l'est vers 1' ouest
Octobre 17 15 15 55*
17 15 25 50
22 12 11 58
17 17 18 52









(Exces calcule, au solstice a. midi, 120* a 140*
Miroir de l'he'liostat remplace' par un prisma a reflexion
totale: observations faites avec un verre jaune
(Dispersion des plans des couleurs compensee par un flacon









(Exces calcule', au solstice a midi, 50' * 60')
Azimut de polarization dans une position defavorable
Azimut de polarization dans une position defavorable
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